DETAILS OF INFRINGEMENT / INCIDENT (IPC) - INDOOR

EVENT: ........................................ UMPIRING POSITION No: .................
Heat No: ................................... Umpire's Name: .......................
Semi-final No: ............................. Signed: .............................
Final: ....................................... Lap number: ..........................

Comp No ................................. Lane No .........................

18.2(b) Impeded competitor No ________ (Details below or on reverse)
18.3 Illegal propulsion of racing chair
18.4 Cutting in too quickly when overtaking in racing chair
   Impeded competitor No ________ (Details below or on reverse)
18.5(a) Wheeled / ran on or over lane line (____ pushes/strides for ___ m)
18.5(b) Wheeled / ran off the track (____ pushes/strides for ___ m)
46.2 Broke ___ metres before Break Line
18.9 Voluntarily left track for ____ pushes/strides on Lap No ______
19.4 Guide crossed line ahead of athlete (T11/12)
   7.2 Received assistance or coaching (Details below / reverse)
   7.7 Athlete & Guide did not finish race with bona fide effort (T11/12)
   7.9 Athlete & Guide become untethered (Details below or on reverse)
   7.10 Guide pushing or pulling to gain advantage (T11/12)
   Other infringement/incident (Details below or on reverse)

Please indicate on track plan the exact position of the infringement/incident

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………

Signed ITO: ____________________ Name: _______________________
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